
Punk-rock band Fakofbolan (FOB) from Pula, Croatia, is one of the 
longest lasting and most popular punk bands in this region, with more than 
18 years career behind their backs. The beginning of the band is 
associated with the Monte Paradiso collective, within which they started to 
organize widely known hardcore punk festival, that entered the third 
decade of it's existence, nowadays coordinated by the new generation.

Songs from previous albums, released throughout the years, became 
embraced and loved by the punks all over the area, sung alongside the 
band on their numerous concert performances.

10 years we waited for the new (4th) studio album named ...Ako ne 
možeš napraviti sam bar pokvari drugome... (...If you can't do it by 
yourself at least make it worse for someone else...), following the 
release of the last album Provincija uzvraća udarac, after which band 
entered a period of stagnation up until a few years ago, when they 
returned with a series of sold-out concerts, sounding tighter than ever, 
working on new materials at the same time.

After all those years there aren't many doubts in recognizing FOB style, 
they still criticize negative trends of today's society in their own unique 
way, with songs reaching peaks during sing-along choruses, all packed in 
a combination  of street punk-rock and melodic hardcore style. What we 
can surely announce is the most mature and best produced Fakofbolan 
album so far, with brilliantly put together and delivered punk lyricism.

Since the album Provincija uzvraća udarac the band members remained 
the same: Šapo (vocals), Tibor (guitar), Đuro (bass guitar) and Dejo 
(drums). Recording of the new album took place during 2012/2013. in 
Partyzan studio in Pula, imixed in Slovenia and mastered in England. The 
album features various guests, with the production signed by Pula's finest 
Edi Cukerić.
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